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abstract
is thesis claims to develop alternative energy-harvesting systems by 
looking at their implementation at the residential scale in order to facilitate 
the economical autonomy of a community and thus improve its living 
conditions. 
It can be said that the evolution of the farming tools brought an opportu-
nity of emancipation to farmers – greater production yields than what was 
necessary to subsist were sold on markets thus increasing the economical 
power of the farmer and conceptually stretching the domestic space to the 
eld owned.
Taking the hurricane-devastated, slow-recovering New Orleans as a site 
for intervention,  the thesis will challenge existing building materials for 
their ood resistance and reaction to an inundated environment while 
developing tools to harvest energy from the multiple environmental condi-
tions present at this location.  Ultimately, the thesis will try to demonstrate 
how these tools will inuence geography and the concept of property.
Six years after the devastation of hurricane Katrina, New Orleans is still 
struggling to gain economical growth solely depending on tourism and 
oil-related businesses. Louisiana's oshore oil industry benets from an 
exemption of state taxation, creating an unbalanced economical and 
ecological situation. Louisiana's oil is being drilled without Louisiana 
receiving any monetary compensation, and the bayou's biodiversity is 
being devastated from reoccurring oil spills along with the dredging of the 
sediments at the bottom of the Mississippi river to facilitate the movement 
of tankers and protect settlements along the river's edge.
New Orleans' population currently relies on the Army Corps of Engineers' 
infrastructure and a colonized oil industry to survive, while it could insure 
its own protection against natural disasters by regaining stewardship 
over land and water, and by competing with the oil industry through 
the  creation of an alternate energy market.
rough the investigation of newly developed materials and energy 
systems created for industrial uses, and by understanding their poten-
tial in the domestic realm, this thesis will seek to create new tech-
niques  of  harvesting energy which will respond to the dierent 
climatic and  topographical conditions present in New Orleans; the 
strong winds, the variations in tides, the current velocity of the 
Mississippi River and the potential of the bayou's biodiversity. More-
over, it hopes to generate new methods of residential constructions 
and typology, adapted to dierent disaster threat level conditions 
particular to the area, and  potentially reorganize the domestic realm 
according to its new added functions. 
Recognizing the possibility of another ood in New Orleans and 
understanding the eect of the Army Corps of Engineer's ood 
prevention devices on the bayou's ecosystem,  the thesis's methodol-
ogy will require a thorough analysis of existing hydrological methods 
of ood protection and water based harvest, hydro-morphological 
and geomorphological patterns, creating a catalog of tools from 
which one may start speculating in the design phase. An analysis of 
selected urban and architectural precedents will be useful to assess the 
potential of each tool and its particular repercussions on the land-
scape and the organization of the greater urban form. 
Further analysis will be devoted to energy producing and harvesting 
devices, procuring the thesis with insights of their impact on existing 
infrastructure and their potential at the residential scale for both 
energy performance and architectural adaptation.
e content of this research will be continuously tested. Other 
important implementation strategies, land organization and transfor-
mation will be investigated through dierent scales of physical 
models, constantly informing the specicity of the design to its physi-
cal and ecological environment.
esis Supervisor: John Fernandez
Associate Professor of Architecture & Building Technology 
and Engineering Systems.
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9HOW WATER SHAPED NEW ORLEANS
New Orleans’ urban development has been in the limelight since the 
devastation of Hurricane Katrina. This southern city of outstanding his-
tory and culture has received strong criticism for its management of the 
disaster and it entire existence has been questioned. Why was this city 
settled on grounds risking widespread flood? Why would people come 
back to it? Should the devastated neighborhoods be rebuilt?
While the validity of these questions aren’t doubted, one should ques-
tion the efficiency of its man-made protection, and devise ways to work 
with the elements rather than collectively denying them. Through its 
urban evolution, New Orleans seems to have forgotten about its own 
history, adapting to a greater national “big-city” image, defying its par-
ticular geographical conditions and handing down the daunting task 
of protecting it to a military institution. New Orleans built ramparts 
against its surrounding nature instead of trying to work with it, while it 
probably should look into the ways the settlement was first developed 
in order to find solutions to create a city resilient to flooding instead of 
a high-risk-watertight entity.
To understand New Orleans today, and to devise means of creating a 
water resilient city, one needs to understand not only its history but also 
its geography.
New Orleans is set on a deltaic alluvial deposit which makes it stand on 
the youngest soil in continental America. Granted this soil is thousands 
of years old (four thousand years, more precisely), it has a different com-
position than the rest of the continental American soil which dates back 
millions of years. In the past four thousand years of its existence, the soil 
surrounding New Orleans has many a time shifted both due to the Gulf 
of Mexico’s currents and of the Mississippi River’s. A few hundred years 
before New Orleans was settled, the Mississippi River’s mouth was di-
rectly South of where New Orleans stands, in what is now called Bayou 
Lafourche. Only recently, and due to the control of the Army Corps 
of Engineer constructions, the path of the Mississippi River has been 
tamed and set in a concrete channel which prevents it from shifting and 
therefore annihilating towns and cities created on its path.  
The Mississippi River is indeed a very important American waterway, 
geologically and economically speaking. The Mississippi River Basin is 
a major geological hydro collector, the greatest in America with over a 
million square miles of surface, it drains forty one percent of the con-
tinental United States1 toward the Gulf of Mexico. It is also a major 
connector, linking the Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico, passing by 
St Louis. It has thus remained a vital thoroughfare of crops and other 
goods exchange from its discovery.
New Orleans’ location is a paradox; both excellent and miserable. The 
necessity for a town to be built at the mouth of the Mississippi River 
was necessary for economical reasons, yet the siting of New Orleans, 
surrounded by marshes and swamps was ludicrous. This exemplifies hu-
man’s taming of nature to his ends; the site of a city will be altered and 
adapted to the need for a city. Because New Orleans’ inherent situation 
guaranteed its economical strength, the city was conceived and con-
structed. Because of its location, New Orleans was plagued by multiple 
factors such as floods, climate and disease. These factors seem to have 
shaped the city’s growth and have been far more influential to its urban-
ization than in most other American cities.
New Orleans was first and idea before becoming a city. Le Marquis 
de La Salle, understanding the importance of the Mississippi River to 
the British Empire, told the Sun king that a city was to be sited at the 
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mouth of the river in the Mississippi Basin he had just conquered and 
named Louisiane. Controlling this city would put the French to an ad-
vantage as it would then be able to tax and control the flux of shipments 
up and down the river.
The Sieur de Bienville took on the exploration of the coast of Louisiana 
in order to find out where this outpost should be sited. Seeing how 
the tide would swallow land regularly on the coast itself, he decided 
to go upstream where multiple small settlements sprouted, adapting to 
the climate and the conditions. It wasn’t until twenty five years later, in 
1717, when the duc d’Orleans decided to develop Louisiana for com-
merce, that New Orleans was founded. It was sited between the Mis-
sissippi River and a great lake with calm waters accessible by sea, Lake 
Pontchartrain, which made for a shorter and calmer voyage than the 
one going up against the currents of the Mississippi River.
The two bodies of water surrounding New Orleans were to define its 
development.
From its settlement, New Orleans was conceived as a big city. The french 
engineers responsible for its planning decided to reflect the classical 
perfection of new Europe by the grid iron master plan, in contrast to the 
shores it was to be built upon. It took 150 years for the grid to be fully 
filled because of the conservative landowners and the lack of attention 
the Acadians gave to city dwelling. Instead of the masonry structures 
probably thought of at its inception, it mainly consisted of wooden bar-
racks. The plan in mind was more important than the realities it faced 
and the reputation of certain moments within the city kept up with the 
intent- the Place d’Armes, the main square with its church was famous 
in the region for being the finest  around, despite the fact that it all re-
ally was “a weedy patch with a primitive church on it”.2
The Cajun community originated from French Canada, destitute from 
their land in Acadia after the British took over.  They were used to live in 
rural settings unlike the Creoles who thrived in the urban New Orleans. 
Both communities are of French descendants but are thus very differ-
ent. The Cajun influence on the urban city is negligible, the are con-
sidered countrymen, unfamiliar to urban life, keeping to their swamps 
and concentrating more around Lafayette, LA.  But their methods were 
1722 plan of New Orleans, the Area that became the “French Quar-
ter.” Public domain.
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noteworthy. Their plantation houses were elevated, on pilotis and dis-
played their adaptation to the soil conditions they faced. 
The slow population movement to the town was due to political in-
stability in the homeland, both in France and later in Spain. The only 
significant migration was from slaves being shipped to New Orleans. 
Soon, half of the population was to be black. Still, New Orleans grew on 
the trades and ships going from and to other cities up the Mississippi 
and the Ohio River.
An up-river development also took place within the city. Ships would 
land above the Vieux Carré, creating docks and commercial buildings 
and warehouses, which later on, during the American rule, would be-
come so wide that the river walk and view would be lost.
All major town access were by water; waterways behind the city limits 
and the Mississippi river interconnected, essentially surrounding New 
Orleans and enhancing its insular conditions. Canals were widened so 
commercial boats could access the back of town and Bayou St John. 
Later, the canals were replaced by rail road, connecting the city to the 
rest of the nation. In 1803, the United States purchased New Orleans 
to the Europeans.
On a geographical note, in New Orleans proper, the Mississippi river 
distributaries have left well drained grounds north of the French Quar-
ter and west of town which provides for dry and higher than sea level 
land.   This higher ridge, called the Gentilly Ridge and the Metairie 
Ridge, protect the old town from the rising waters of Lake Pontchar-
train during hurricane season. 
On the other hand, the Mississippi overflowing during the spring, is 
actually responsible for the creation of the natural levees on which the 1828 Plan for canal to connect the River to the lake. 
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landlords to protect their houses. It all became impossible and therefore 
was relegated to one military institution to protect the city dwellers 
from the enemy; water. The Army Corps of Engineer’s involvement was 
thus expanded, giving it the responsibility to protect the Mississippi 
from invading land and not keeping in line with its path. 
Culturally, New Orleans is, compared to other southern cities, more 
tolerant to sin and has a more easy going attitude toward race relations. 
It has strong influences from Mediterranean Catholicism with the car-
nivals that bridge the “chasm between sacred and profane”. It seems 
easy for New Orleanians to leap to the conclusion that their splendid 
ghost-haunted city is so aberrant “that the ordinary laws of nature do 
not apply to it.”3 Once the Army Corps of Engineers had the problem 
of water in their hand, New Orleanians forgot about water and started 
to live and build as if their city was built on dry land.
It is now common knowledge that parts of New Orleans are below 
sea level and that no ground apart from the levees and artificial hills 
are higher than fifteen feet above sea level. This is due to the river his-
tory and development from the Ice Age, its deltaic condition which is 
unique in the United States, and, as we saw before, because of its soil 
composition. 
As mentioned before, New Orleans’ port is the raison d’être of New 
Orleans - without it New Orleans would have never been founded and 
the economical impact it has on the city is primordial. In order to keep 
this economy going, and in order to maintain the Mississippi River as 
a primary shipping route upstream to the rest of the nation, the Mis-
sissippi’s geomorphology has to be controlled. The sand bars created at 
the mouth of the delta by the alluvium deposit have been fixed in place 
town was first settled. The periodic overflowing of the river dropped a 
large amount of sediments which added strength to the soil and there-
fore naturally raised the banks, which in french were called “levées”, 
meaning raised up. These natural levees are now fairly subtle compared 
to the artificial ones built up to 15’ high and it seems that New Orlea-
nians have been unaware of them until Hurricane Katrina’s after effects 
- they then realized that the neighborhoods built on top of these natural 
barriers were less damaged if not barely touched by the flood waters.
Over the first 200 years of urbanization in New Orleans, settlements 
were confined to the natural levees. Owners of land adjacent to the 
Mississippi were responsible to the maintenance of the levee on their 
land, thus preventing flood and protecting their crops. The back of town 
where the river’s reach was less, did not benefit from that deposit. It was 
mainly a swamps which in time collected enough rotting organic mate-
rials to build some slightly drier and stable grounds but not firm enough 
to properly build under conventional methods. This outskirt was only 
inhabited by marginal people who were known for their Voodoo rituals. 
The Mid-town district of New Orleans was one of those, and because 
of it being surround by  natural levees, it would flood consistently after 
a   storm or heavy rains. In the twentieth century, New Orleans cre-
ated a system of pumps in that area of town to drain the water out of 
this neighborhood and thus extended possible conventional construc-
tion and rehabilitated the neighborhood. This pumping method spread 
around town, clearing one swamp after the other and expanding the 
town by making people believe they were on dry land. The more the 
natural levee was cut into smaller parcels, the more difficult it was to 
take care of the natural levee’s healthy function. It wasn’t up to one land-
lord to take care of the levee in order to protect his crops, but to tens of 
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in the last 50 years by the Army Corps of Engineers. The depth of the 
Mississippi River bed is impressive, with depths reaching 200’ in New 
Orleans but some areas of the lower delta need constant dredging in 
order to keep a depth sufficient for ships to maneuver.
It also is, however its demise. Because of its constant dredging, the natu-
ral slope of the Mississippi is modified. A constant slope in important 
for a river flow and as the dredging occurs, the slope is stretched, slack-
ening the currents and therefore increasing the height of the river over 
time, thus threatening New Orleans natural and man-made protection 
against flood.  The Mississippi River is now about 10 to 15 feet above 
sea level at the level of New Orleans. Prior to Hurricane Katrina, the 
Army Corps of Engineers enjoyed popularity amongst New Orleanians 
because they were responsible for keeping the channels clear of sand 
and protecting the city from flooding despite their alleged sins against 
nature.
Beyond its geologically related growth, New Orleans’s urbanism can be 
said to have had four major phases; its settlement as a European city, its 
spread as America’s western capital, its shift as a reaction to economical 
changes, and its competition to bring itself up to the same level as its 
contemporaries.
Despite it slow growth at the beginning of its settlement, the Cen-
sus conducted in 1810 revealed the New Orleans was the largest city 
west of the Appalachians and the fourth city in the country after New 
York City, Philadelphia, Boston and Baltimore and its population was 
to triple within the seven years after its purchase.
Bulky cotton and food were dependent on sea transport and thus in-
creased the commercial power of the port of New Orleans and therefore 
the town’s economy - people migrated in mass to start their business. 
The population spilled outward of the Vieux Carré and patterns of set-
tlements were permanently etched in the urban development of New 
Orleans.
The sugar, tobacco and cotton plantations which were radially spread 
on the natural levee along the river ridges, were pushed away as popula-
tion was settling upstream and downstream on the natural levee. The 
1919 Contour map. Special Collection Division, Tulane University.
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neighborhoods would stay dry. Conventional building methods were 
used and New Orleans’ suburb started to look more and more like any 
other suburb in America.
The cemeteries however, did not. While housing construction changed 
from Cajun inspired, elevated houses to a more ranch-like typology, 
Creoles and the new American population did not mix, which resulted 
in boundaries between the neighborhoods upstream. Later on, the cre-
ation of Canal street took advantage of these buffer zones and gave 
physical form to this division.  
On the other hand, the downstream movement was much slower and 
consisted mainly of Creoles running away from the Vieux Carré’s in-
creasing crowd and of lower class Irish and German immigrants. The 
land along the Mississippi collected a great amount of trash and was 
very close to swamps but still protected by the natural levee of Bayou 
Gentilly. The Esplanade Ridge, a natural levee stretching from the Mis-
sissippi to Bayou St john relieved the Creoles as a spilling ground away 
from the gentrification in the Vieux Carré they wanted to avoid. Espla-
nade Avenue was to become a main contemporary artery, separating the 
French Quarter from the Creole and immigrants Ninth Ward. 
A political division of the three main neighborhoods is also visible in 
the urban development of the city. The American city of Faubourg St 
Mary, the French Quarter and the Ninth Ward were going against each 
other and were physically divided by Canal street and Esplanade Av-
enue. The divergence between the American city and the French Quar-
ter were so great that street names changed as they cross Canal Street. 
The duplication of the navigation canals could also be a physical tes-
timony to the differences between the ethnic groups, despite the fact 
that they mainly were for economical purpose, connecting lake Pon-
tchartrain to the Mississippi and creating areas to which water could be 
drained out of flooded neighborhoods during important rainfalls.
As the city expanded to the American norm, swamps were dried out to 
create more land on which to build. The Army Corps of Engineers built 
taller walls and added pumping stations around town to make sure the 
1917  New Orleans automobile blue book map. Perry-Casteneda 
Library Map Collection- US Historical City Maps.
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the traditional New Orleans cemeteries exemplified the fact that the 
soil, despite giving the impression that it was different, was in fact still 
the same moisture-laden soil settlers dealt with. New Orleanians still 
did not burry their deads in the soil, but in elevated stone and concrete 
sarcophagi to prevent any surfacing. 
In the wake of the devastation of Hurricane Katrina, the Army Corps 
of Engineers struggled to dry up land which was swollen with water and 
built higher wall to protect the city. Instead of engaging in a different 
method and approach to the problem- a more diplomatic method per 
se, it used stronger artillery. The soil of New Orleans is thus still “shrink-
ing” and drying up, therefore sinking even lower than before, while the 
Mississippi’s slope is being dredged even further, increasing the water’s 
height on one side of the city.
 While the river’s surge patterns are predictable, the other side of New 
Orleans is more in danger than ever. The weather patterns in the Gulf 
have changed in the past ten years and the Gulf Coast is facing more 
frequent hurricanes or heavy storms while its natural defensive barri-
er, made of swamps and marshes, is growing smaller due to the Army 
Corps of Engineer’s dredging, the lack of nutrient supplanted to the 
soil on which grasses could grow, making New Orleans’ Lake side more 
vulnerable to sea water surges.
New Orleans’ Ninth Ward, and most precisely the Lower Ninth Ward 
is a good example of what can happen to the city during a catastrophic 
surge. The most downstream area in New Orleans’ Parish, the Lower 
Ninth Ward is not necessarily the area the lowest under sea level, but is 
the most vulnerable to both surges. Because of its location at the crossing 
of multiple waterways – the Industrial Canal connecting the Mississippi 
to Lake Pontchartrain, the InterCoastal Waterway, which connects the 
Mississippi to the Gulf Waterway- this area is surrounded by potential 
threatening surges. As history showed during the after effects of Hur-
ricane Katrina, this neighborhood has had the least of luck in recover-
ing from the damage. The levees broke, the tide was high, and the water 
could go nowhere. Looking back in the history of New Orleans, if the 
houses were built differently and if the community was not depending 
as much on the Army Corps of Engineer’s for their safety, than other 
methods of construction would be used and a different infrastructural 
system would be laid out, possibly working with the elements instead of 
1878 New Orleans Report on the Social Statistics of the Cities. Perry-
Castenada Library Map Collection- US Historical City Maps.
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against them, creating resiliency. Other cities, like Bangkok, Cairo, and 
even Baghdad could be used as examples of how a water canal system 
helps spread a surge of water and how covering them up, as in the case 
of Bangkok, can have a terrible impact on the city’s resilience to a storm.
Criticizing how a city manages it’s water system is a first step toward a 
change in its methods. New Orleans and its citizens have been relying 
on the Army Corps of Engineers to come up with solutions which will 
help them with their engulfing water problem. The solutions devised 
and constructed after the Hurricanes’ aftermath should be considered 
great temporary solutions. Despite the amount of money spent in this 
infrastructure of walls, gates and dredging system, this might only be 
temporary. A more permanent solution should be to revisit the whole 
system and by working with the existing one, plan for ways for the wa-
ter to be re-routed, absorbed and dispersed, expanding on the different 
types of urban typologies and architecture and transforming the way a 
population interacts with and thinks of its own city. The importance of 
New Orleans becoming a water resilient city is primordial to its future. 
It’s existence would no longer be doubted.
Footnotes
1.Campanella, Richard. Delta Urbanism - New Orleans. (Washington; 
American Planning Association, 2010.) p32
2. Lewis, Pierce F. p45
3. Lewis, Pierce F.  p7
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

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This timeline examines the evolution of the harvesting of energy in rela-
tionship to the tools used for this purpose. 
One can see how, while food as a source of energetic subsistance has 
constantly been harvest in a particular manner through the years, other 
sources of energies and their potential are only starting to be understood 
and harvested to different ends. 
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This diagram show the evolution of the sedimentation of soild in the 
Mississippi Delta throughout history. The Mississippi Delta is one of 
the youngest geological feature of the Continental United States and is 
therefore fairly unstable.
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Louisiana Energy Types CoalGeothermal HydroelectricNatural GasNuclearPetroleum WindSolar Louisiana is one of the richest States in natural gas. Its economy however does not reflect this state as most of wells exploitation 
companies are exempted from state taxes. The Federal Govern-
ment, which taxes these companies, doesn’t redistribute this 
money back to poverty-stricken Louisiana
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The agricultural field of the pre-agricultural revolution era was based on factors such as the 
size of the tools used to cultivate the land and the  number of animals that could tread the field 
within the day.
It was also very dependent on the weather and the different crops which could have been grown 
during a certain season (and harvested at their prime in a certain amount of time before they 
spoiled).
The unit of the acre and its proportions is closely related to these factors.
It all started with the goad. or rod, the stick with which the farmer would  prick the animal to go 
forward. The rod happens to be the length of the plough. Because the plough was so long and so 
heavy, turning the tool was a difficult task and it was more efficient for the farmer to do it a mini-
mum of times. The strength of the animal would thus influence the length it would go without 
stopping while ploughing the furrow, usually a length of 40 rods. The length of the acre, called 
the furlong was thus determined. It generally took an entire day to plough through 4 furlongs of 
1 rod of width. The acre was the product of one day’s work by one animal.
Furthermore, an animal was able to  till through 15 acres during one season. The yield for a vil-
lage was thus dependent on the size of its herd.
Under the Open-Field system, the yield would be split between the farmers who cultivated the 
land, the Landlord who owned the land, and the Church who had some control over the Land-
lord.
Thirty strips of land would be allocated to individual familier in order to subsist.  With the 
progress and advances in tool quality and efficiency, and depending on the weather and the lack 
of epidemics, if the framer’s yield was greater than necessary, he would then be able to sell it at 
major towns markets. This however was a very rare opportunity.
Different reforms following the Inclosure Act allowed Landlord to close their fields to the farm-
ers and more thouroughly control the profit made on the yield of each farmer.
During the Industrial Revolution, and with the appearance of steam machines, not as many 
animals or farmers were needed and the yield would thus be greater. The Landlord was able to 
control his crop and yield the same amount without having to provide for the farmer’s families. 
This is when we start witnessing a  migration of farmers to the cities, converting to other profes-
sions necessary to run the new factories. 
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The thesis takes the Lower 9th Ward of New Orleans as 
a testing ground for a new energy scenario where most 
of the energy consumed by its inhabitants is generated 
by hydrokinetic turbines located on the Mississippi 
River. Such turbines can generate enough electricty to 
feed ten houses each. Depending on the velocity of the 
water currents, the turbines are more or less efficient. 
In the spring, with higher currents a turbine can gener-
ate enough energy to power twenty-five houses.
 
Unlike wind power, hydrokinetic power is constant 
with a fluctuation of its potential by with no interrup-
tion in its production of electricity. To be able to cover 
a community with no power outages, the storage of 
this energy needs to be stored during periods of low 
consumption. A system of water towers is deployed on 
the site to store that energy and release during periods 
of greater demand.  
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  This Diagram is adapted from the Rocky Mountain 
Institute’s theory of the importance of a micro-grid in 
order for a community to be more resilient to power 
outages.
The current power grids rely on a number of plants 
(coal, nuclear and sometime hydraulic) all connected 
to each other. If one plant fails to provide the energy 
dedicated to a certain town, than the other plants can 
relay a percentage of their energy. Though a cata-
strophic scenario where a plant fails completely is 
rare, it may happen (as seen during the New York City 
Blackout of 2003). 
According to RMI, the most efficient way of distribut-
ing power is locally via smaller and local plants only 
dedicated to parts of the grid. 
This scenario is the one implemented in this thesis, 
where a neighborhood’s energy is generated from lo-
cally placed hydrokinetic turbines and possible other 
systainable sources of energy as a back up.
This would provide for cleaner and more efficient en-
ergy consumption.
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LAKE PONTCHARTRAINLAKE PONTCHARTRAIN New Orleans, as seen in the previous essay, is sur-
rounded by water. Its settlement has happened radially, 
following plot lines created by the irrigation channels 
feeding the fields from the Mississippi River.
The 9th Ward was at the edge of the town and its 
population was very poor. It was concidered one of 
the dirtiest parts of town because of it location on the 
Mississippi; the water would naturally deposit all sorts 
of things, refuse, garbage and such because of its cur-
rents.
It was later cut in two by the Navigational Canal con-
necting Lake Ponchartrain and the Intercoastal Water-
ways to the Mississippi. The Lower 9th was thus geo-
graphically segregated from the rest of New Orleans.
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Post-Katrina 2010 Census
Pre-Katrina
- 7917 buildings 
- 2,842 people 
- 1,061 households
- 15,164 buildings 
- 14,008 people 
- 4,820 households
After Huricane Katrina hit New Orleans, multiple le-
vees were breached by elevated waters from the Gulf 
of Mexico. The levee system failed in different loca-
tions through the towns, maxing out the capacity of 
pumping stations to dry out their areas and resulting 
in more than 90% of New Orleans to be under water.
Some neighborhoods were more affected than others. 
The Lower 9th ward was one of them and has had a 
difficult time coming back from these events for vari-
ous reasons.
Some not-for-profit  associations have tried to help in 
this neighborhood but it is an extremely slow process. 
This thesis took on this loaded site for this reason. The 
slow recovery shows that there is no great insentive to 
actually rebuild and that it is thus potentially a good 
location for a broader scheme which would change 
the identity of the neighborhood. The Lower 9th Ward 
would no longer be a zone of delequance and devasta-
tion but for water related energy farming, connecting 
back the people of New Orleans to the elements of na-
ture which threatens it so often and giving them back 
the feeling of a certain and personal control.
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The Lower 9th Ward is surrounded by water. To its 
South, the Mississippi River is 29 feet above its lowest 
point. To the West, the Inner Navigation Canal con-
nect the Mississippi to the Intercoastal Waterways and 
Lake Pontchartrain. To the North, Bayou Bienvenue 
is a brackish water marsh which used to be a swamp 
filled with cypresses but which dissapeared with the 
construction of the levee system further East at the en-
trance of the Intercoastal Waterway.
Each body of water is prone to surges. The Missis-
sippi’s surges are predictably happening in the Spring 
while the Bayou and the Inner Navigation Canal are 
less predictable and can happen year round due to any 
inclement weather affecting the height of the Gulf of 
Mexico’s waters. 
The man-made levee system syrrounding the Lower 
9th Ward has been reinforced and elevated after the 
events of Huricane Katrina. Failures in the levee sys-
tem along the Mississippi River is less probable than 
along the Western edge of the site.
The scheme of remediation for this thesis engages that 
particular edge by creating a buffering zone of veg-
etation wich would absorb potential surges and would 
created areas of aquaculture to be tended by a new lo-
cal community.
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The interaction between the infrastructure and the 
houses culminated in a pooling and filtering system 
where the water of the aqueduc flows in. A moment in 
the aqueduc connects to the house.
The pool on the roof fills with sediments. Over time 
this sediment deposit can be used to plant filtering 
vegetation which would help the integrated water fil-
tering system in the house. 
A platform leveled with the house can also collect wa-
ter from the aqueduc and be used to grow crops or 
vegetables for personal use to the house owner.
The structure of both house and aqueduc minimally 
touch the ground and leave enough head room for a 
tractor to  pass under, thus extending fields and nature 
underneath the inhabited spaces.
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The following entries attempt to il-
lustrate the relationships between 
the human body, land and the pro-
duction of energies.  All take advan-
tage of a specific element - water, 
earth, wind -  to optimize processes 
of harvest.
TOOLS
PREPARING A THESIS
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Plough
The plough is a tool used in farming for initial cultivation of soil in prepa-
ration for sowing seed or planting. It has been a basic instrument for 
most of recorded history, and represents one of the major advances in 
agriculture. The primary purpose of ploughing is to turn over the upper 
layer of the soil, bringing fresh nutrients to the surface, while burying 
weeds and the remains of previous crops, allowing them to break down. It 
also aerates the soil, and allows it to hold moisture better. In modern use, 
a ploughed field is typically left to dry out, and is then harrowed before 
planting.
At the dawn of agriculture, a simple digging stick would have been used, 
dragged by man over the fertile soil in order to rejuvenate soil with an-
nual floods. 
In Mesopotamia’s 6th millennium BC, animals were introduced to pull 
simple “scratch-plough” or ard to break to top soil layer of a strip of land 
in order to plant it. Fields were ploughed at 90 degrees angles resulting 
in square-shaped fields, also known as Celtic fields.
Later, heavier ploughs which were harder to turn, transformed the fields 
to longer rectangular strips of land defined by the furlong resulting in 
the acre.  
the furlongs Middle-Ages ploughingtraces of Celtic fields the ard
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The sickle is a hand-held agricultural tool found as early as traces of 
harvesting have. 
It’s curved blade of various size and radius would harvest grain crops or 
would be used to harvest forages for  feeding livestock..
One noteworthy feature of the sickels is that the edge can have two very 
disign patterns; smooth or serrated. While both can be used to har-
vest grain, the serrated edge is most common for reaping. Each would 
require a different technique to cut down the crop but both are fairly 
physical and dependent of the person carrying the task.
 
Scenes of Harvest - Encyclopedie, Diderot.
depicting the temporary changes in the landscape in 
relation to the tools used.
Sickle
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The scythe appeared in Europe around the 12th and 13th centuries though 
it was invented in about 500 B.C.
It replaced the sickle for reaping crops by the 16th century, allowing the 
reaper to stand straight instead of stooping as necessary when using a sick-
el.
In the 1800’s, a light wooden finger called a cradle was added above the 
blade to collect the grain in bundles which were tied thereafter. 
This tool has now been replaced by lawnmowers and combine harvester 
and are therefore rarely used.
Scythe
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The Combine Harvester, or combine, was invented in the United States in 
1834. The earliest version was pulled by teams of horses or mules. Wide 
combine harvesters, of cutting widths larger than a few meters, were used 
by 1860.
In 1911, a self propelling, combine harvester was produced in California.
In 1975 the first rotary combine was marketed, which would handle the 
grain differently, improving on the end product.
Shortly after, in the 1980’s, with technology advancements, the combine 
was equipped with on-board electronics which would measure the thresh-
ing efficiency, This allowed the farmer or operator to survey and improve 
the yield by optimizing ground speed and other operating parameters.
Combine Harvester
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During the 1980’s, on-board electronics were introduced to control the 
threshing efficiency. 
Shortly after, and due to increase in demand of grains, the combines were 
equipped with Global Positioning Systems, allowing for multiple ma-
chines to cover a field at the same time.
Harvesting industrial size fields was enabled, taking only hours to reap the 
greater amount of grain than whole village could have reaped in a season.
Combine Harvester (ad infinitum)
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The first modern greenhouses 
were built in Italy in the 13th 
century in order to house exotic 
plants brought back from the 
tropics by explorers. They were 
originally called “giardini bo-
tanici” or botanical gardens. The 
concept of the greenhouses soon 
spread to the Netherlands and 
England as plants were making 
their way there.
The winterization of the bo-
tanical gardens required a great 
amount of work; the adequate 
amount of heat was hard to 
maintain constant. 
The first practical greenhouse 
was built by the French bota-
nist Charles Lucie Bonaparte in 
Leiden Holland in order to grow 
medicinal and tropical plants. 
The largest greenhouses were 
built in the 19th century. Ex-
amples include the Victorian 
conservatiory in Kew Gardens in 
England, and intended for both 
horticultural and non-horticul-
tural purposes, Munich’s Glass-
palast, New York Crystal Palace 
and the famous London’s Crys-
tal Palace.
The greenhouse has also been 
developed as an agricultural tool 
in order to grow crops, such as 
tomatoes, in a greater yield and 
in various climates.
Greenhouse
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Heron of Alexandria is credited with the first windwheel developed to 
power a machine. History records that wind power was planned to be used 
in Babylon to power an irrigation system. But these windmills would ro-
tate on a vertical  axis.
Vertical windmill appeared in Northern France, Flanders and Eastern 
England in the 12th century and were mainly used to grind grain. A total 
of 200,000 windmills were spread all over Europe before the Industrial 
Revolution. 
The decline of importance of wind and water as primary energy sources 
started with the Industrial Revolution and was replaced by steam and oth-
er combustible energy.
Windmill
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Water turbines were greatly used before the appearance of the electri-
cal grid and were developed in the 19th century as an electrical power 
generator. It is still used to feed the electrical grid and is consider a 
clean energy.
Similar to a watermill, the water turbine uses water pressure to pro-
duce a rotation which spins gears and transform the water pressure 
into energy. The difference between the two types lies in the fact that 
the turbine contains the water fully via a system of buckets or valves. 
The shape of the water turbine blades depends on the function and 
the supply of water pressure. 
In some cases, the water turbines  pump water in a reservoir in order 
to provide for continuous flow during dry seasons or time of greater 
demand of energy.
Water Turbine
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